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• API for decision/prediction points in SW
systems
• Online products interacting with many users
• Must learn from data and personalize policies

• Examples
•
•
•
•

• Supervised ML
• Classification
• Regression

• Reinforcement Learning
• Contextual Bandit
• MDP-style RL

data-driven personalization and adaptive interfaces • Deep Learning vs. XGBoost
controlling the frequency of user notifications
• 90+ product teams
prefetching to reduce latency
• 400-1000 ML models running
content ranking and prioritizing available actions

• 4-6M AI outputs/sec

2nd edition on the way
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Two different domains?
The Looper vertical ML platform
• AI outputs: predictions/decisions
• A lot of data available
on the same platform
• A lot of data for training ML models
that optimize data fit

EDA tools and design flows
• Synthesis and optimization tasks
• No one sees a significant fraction
of all chips designed + not many chips
• Limited training data, easy to overfit
• Established “closed-form” optimizers
optimize mathematical obj function

ML platforms and EDA: anything in common?
• Point optimization vs. end-to-end optimization
• Bad news: “product impact” cannot be captured in closed form
• User engagement metrics are measured on live data
• Full-chip performance is measured algorithmically

• Good news: classic simple objectives get you to the ballpark
• If some ML model loses by >10% in ROC AUC, NE, NDCG, it is likely useless
• If some global placer loses by >10% HPWL, it likely loses by other metrics too

• Researchers are tempted to claim otherwise (w/o evidence) - a trap!
• In practice, optimize simple objectives first,
then tune for product impact

ML platforms and EDA: anything in common?
• A natural idea: optimize product objectives
using Reinforcement Learning

• Hard to pull off, planets must align

Robust baselines are hard to beat:
• Need a lot of training data, RL is slow • Supervised ML
• High-variance training, often unstable
w XGBoost
• Poor out-of-distribution performance? • Heuristics (not ML)

ML platforms and EDA: anything in common?
• Belief in magic
• “Any sufficiently advanced technology is indistinguishable from magic” –
Arthur C. Clarke
• Striking breakthroughs – simulated annealing, deep learning, RL for games
• Many false starts, benchmarking goofs
(discussed for placement in P. Madden, 2001)

• To ensure progress, very important are:
the culture of public benchmarking, contests,
and reproducibility

• https://paperswithcode.com/

A case study
• Idea: adapt RL breakthroughs to
outdo mathematical optimization in mixed-size placement
• Main results on selected proprietary circuits, with a full commercial design flow

• Serious doubts about empirical results and top-line claims
•
•
•
•

RL appears slow – competing analytical placers are way faster
Claimed improvements are small, possibly within the noise margin
RL is post-processed by Sim Annealing and Coordinate Descent, but no ablation studies
Impaired open-sourcing https://github.com/google-research/circuit_training

• RL is only compared to other methods after pre-processing
(a 20 year-old design flow) --- modern mixed-size placers need no clustering
• No compelling results for common mixed-size benchmarks

